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Interference and Wave Nature Of Light

➣ We have been studying geometrical optics, where wavelength of light is much smaller than size
of our mirrors and lenses and distances between them

➣ Propagation of light is well described by linear rays except when reflected or refracted at surface 
of materials

➣ Now we will study wave optics, where wavelength of light is comparable to size of an obsatcle or
aperture in its path

➣ This leads to wave phenomena of light called interference and diffraction
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27.1 The Principle of Linear Superposition
Take two waves of equal 
amplitude and wavelength and 
have them meet at a common 
point:

If the two waves are in-phase, 
then they meet crest-to-crest 
and trough-to-trough.

Their two amplitudes add to each other.  In this case, the resulting wave would
have an amplitude that doubled.

This is called Constructive Interference (CI).

For CI to occur, we need the waves to meet crest-to-crest, thus the waves 
must differ by an integer multiple of the wavelength O:

Define Optical Path Difference (OPD):  

OPD = The difference in distance that two waves travel.

... 2, 1, 0,m ,mOPD   O Constructive Interference
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Principle of Linear Superposition
➣ Take two waves of equal amplitude and wavelength and have them meet at a common point

➣ If two waves are in-phase ☛ they meet crest -to-crest
and trough-to-trough

➣ Their two amplitudes add to each other

➣ In this case, resulting wave would have an amplitude that doubled

➣ This is called Constructive Interference (CI)

● Define Optical Path Difference (OPD)

OPD = Difference in distance that two waves travel

➣ For CI to occur, we need waves to meet crest-to-crest, thus waves must differ by an integer multiple 
of wavelength 𝜆 Constructive Interference 



4 Young’s Double Slit Experiment
➣ Plane wave is diffracted by each of slits so that light passing through each slit covers a much larger                                                                                                                                   

➣ This causes light from two slits to overlap on the screen ☛ producing interference 

area on screen than  geometric shadow of  slit   

In 1801 an English scientist Thomas Young repeated the double slit experiment, 
but this time with light.

Coherent light source

Screen

Each slit acts like a coherent light 
source.
The two waves meet at point P on 
a screen.

P

S1

S2

'l is the optical path difference of 
the two light waves coming from 
S1 and S2.

'l
The two waves interfere with each 
other, and if:

Oml  ' Constructive interference, and we 
see a bright spot.

O)( 2
1� ' ml Destructive interference, 

and we see a dark spot.

Thus, we should see alternating bright and dark regions (called fringes) as we 
move along the screen and the above two conditions are satisfied.
Can we find a relationship between the fringes and the wavelength of the light?

The answer is yes……………

➣ Each slit acts like a coherent light source 

➣ Two waves meet at point P on a screen
➣ 𝛥l is optical path difference of two light waves coming from S1 and S2
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In 1801 an English scientist Thomas Young repeated the double slit experiment, 
but this time with light.

Coherent light source

Screen

Each slit acts like a coherent light 
source.
The two waves meet at point P on 
a screen.

P

S1

S2

'l is the optical path difference of 
the two light waves coming from 
S1 and S2.

'l
The two waves interfere with each 
other, and if:

Oml  ' Constructive interference, and we 
see a bright spot.

O)( 2
1� ' ml Destructive interference, 

and we see a dark spot.

Thus, we should see alternating bright and dark regions (called fringes) as we 
move along the screen and the above two conditions are satisfied.
Can we find a relationship between the fringes and the wavelength of the light?

The answer is yes……………

Constructive interference, and we see a bright spot

Destructive interference and we see a dark spot

➣ Thus, we should see alternating bright and dark regions (called fringes)
as we move along screen and above two conditions are satisfied 

➣ Can we find a relationship between fringes and wavelength of light?

YES➣ Answer is ☛ 
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Screen

P

S1

S2

T

T
d

'l
T

Assume the screen is far away from the 
slits which are small.  This is called the 
Fraunhofer approximation.
Thus, since the slits are very close 
together, T is the same for each ray.
From the figure we see that:

d
l'

 Tsin Tsindl  '�

We know that for constructive interference: Oml  '
Thus, OT md  sin for constructive interference. 

and...

OT )(sin 2
1� md for destructive interference. 

m is the order of 
the fringe.

These are the interference conditions for the double slit.
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This is what a typical double 
slit interference pattern 
would look like.
Notice there are alternating 
light and dark fringes.
Also note that the central 
fringe at T = 0 is a bright 
fringe.

The order of the bright fringes starts at the central bright fringe.

Bright Dark

m = 0

m = 1

m = 2

m = 3

m = 1

m = 2

m = 3

The order of the dark fringes starts right above and below the central 
bright fringe.

m = 0

m = 0

m = 1

m = 1

m = 2

m = 2

m = 3

m = 3

So, the second dark fringe on either side of the central bright fringe is the 
1st order dark fringe, or m = 1. Remember, order means m.

It is also the brightest of the 
bright fringes.

Young’s experiment provided strong evidence for the wave nature of light.

If it was completely particle like, then we would only get two fringes on the screen, not an 
interference pattern!

Remember ☛ order means m 

➣ This is what a typical double slit interference pattern would look like

➣ Notice there are alternating light and dark fringes

➣ Also note that central fringe at 𝜃 = 0 is a bright fringe

➣It is also brightest of bright fringes 

Young’s experiment provided strong evidence for wave nature of light 

If it was completely particle like☛ we could only get two fringes on screen not an interference pattern!

➣ Order of bright fringes starts at central bright fringe

➣ Order of dark fringes starts right above and below central bright fringe

➣ Second dark fringe on either side of central bright fringe is 1st  order dark fringe, or m = 1
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Example
In a Young’s double-slit experiment, the angle that locates the 3rd dark 
fringe on either side of the central bright maximum is 2.5o.  The slits have a 
separation distance d = 3.8 㽢 10-5 m.  What is the wavelength of the light?

2.5o

What is the order?

It is the 2nd order dark fringe, 
or m = 2.

Since it’s a dark fringe, we know it must be 
destructive interference:
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Example
In a Young’s double-slit experiment, the angle that locates the 3rd dark 
fringe on either side of the central bright maximum is 2.5o.  The slits have a 
separation distance d = 3.8 㽢 10-5 m.  What is the wavelength of the light?

2.5o

What is the order?

It is the 2nd order dark fringe, 
or m = 2.

Since it’s a dark fringe, we know it must be 
destructive interference:
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DarkExample
In a Young’s double-slit experiment, the angle that locates the 3rd dark 
fringe on either side of the central bright maximum is 2.5o.  The slits have a 
separation distance d = 3.8 㽢 10-5 m.  What is the wavelength of the light?

2.5o

What is the order?

It is the 2nd order dark fringe, 
or m = 2.
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destructive interference:
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Dark

Example ➣ In a Young’s double-slit experiment, angle that locates 3rd dark

fringe oneither side of central bright maximum is 2.5∘

➣ Slits have a separation distance d = 3.8 x 10 -5 m 

➣ What is wavelength of light?

➣ What is the order?

➣ It is  2nd order dark fringe, or m = 2

➣ Since it’s a dark fringe ☛ we know it must be destructive interference



827.7 The Diffraction Grating

We see diffraction patterns of alternating bright and dark fringes when 
monochromatic light is shined on a single or double slit.

What if we shined light on many close-spaced slits?  What would we 
expect to see?

Such an instrument is called a Diffraction Grating.

Some of them can have tens of thousands of slits per cm.

Again we see alternating bright and dark fringes:

Each slit acts as a 
source of wavelets in 
accord with Huygens.

The figure to the left 
shows have the first and 
second order (m = 1 and 
2) maxima (bright 
fringes) develop.

Diffraction Grating
➣ What if we shined light on many close-spaced slits?

➣ What would we expect to see?

➣ Such an instrument is called a Diffracting Grating

➣ Some of them can have tens of thousands of slits per cm

➣ Again we see alternating bright and dark fringes

➣ (m =1 and 2) maxima (bright fringes) develop

➣ Each slit acts as a source of wavelets
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Fringe formation of multiple diffraction The envelop of single 
slit diffraction

The results of multi-
slit interference

Principle maxima

Fringe Formation of Multiple Diffraction
Envelop of single slit diffraction

Results of multi-slit interference 

Principle maxima
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Origins of Quantum Mechanics

➣ Quantum mechanics was born in early 20th century due to collapse of deterministic classical mechanics

➣ Collapse resulted from Discovery of various phenomena which are inexplicable with classical physics

➣ Pathway to quantum mechanics invariably begins with Planck and his analysis of blackbody spectral data
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Stefan-Boltzman Law
➣ Rate at which objects radiate energy ☛ L  ∝ AT4

➣ At normal temperatures ☛ ≈ 300 K  not aware of this radiation because of its low intensity

➣ At higher temperatures  ☛ sufficient IR radiation to feel heat 

➣ At still higher temperatures ☛      (1000 K) objects actually glow such as a red-hoy electric stove burner

➣ At temperatures above 2000 K objects glow with a yellow or whitish color ☛ filament of lightbulb

<latexit sha1_base64="R237aluFftkDOSeNqWM2DZzXIMQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2PQizcjmAckS5idzCZDZmeXmV4hLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbqd+64lrI2L1iOOE+xEdKBEKRtFKrS6jMruf9MoVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOyEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8NrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6e+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2oZEPwFl9eJs2zqndZvXg4r9Ru8jiKcATHcAoeXEEN7qAODWAwgmd4hTcncV6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wdhSo+d</latexit>
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At temperatures between 600 – 700o C, there is enough energy in the visible 
spectrum that a body begins to glow dull red.

At much higher temperatures it will grow bright red, or even white-hot.

A body that absorbs and emits all of the radiation incident on it is called an ideal 
blackbody.

A blackbody is a piece of matter, and like all matter, it is composed of atoms. 

We can treat the atoms in the solid as being connected by invisible springs: 

Each atom will vibrate, or oscillate, in 3-dimensions.

This is called the simple harmonic approximation.

It is strictly classical physics.

The vibrating atoms absorb and emit radiation, and classical physics tells us 
that the intensity of the radiation emitted by the oscillators is proportional to 
the temperature of the solid:  TI v

The equality relationship is: 2

4)(
O

O kTI  

Yet again, here is another example of an inverse-square law in physics.

This is called the Rayleigh-Jeans Law.  It is a classical result.

k in the above equation is the Boltzmann constant: J/K 1038.1 23�u k

So, if we make a plot of the radiation intensity emitted by the atomic 
oscillators versus wavelength, we would get:

The plots are shown here for two 
temperatures T1 and T2, where T2 > T1.

I(O)

O

T1

T2

Classical theory predicts that Io � as 
Oo0.   

Experimentally, however, we find the 
following result:  in blue.

The classical theory only gets it right at large wavelengths, but fails miserably 
at low wavelengths.  This was known as the Ultraviolet Catastrophe.
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Blackbody Radiation
➣ A body that absorbs and emits all of radiation incident on it is called an ideal blackbody

➣ A blackbody is a piece of matter, and like all matter, it is componed of atoms

➣ We can treat atoms in solid as being connected by invisible springs

➣ This is called simple harmonic approximation

➣ Each atom will vibrate, or oscilase, in 3-dimensions

➣It is strictly classical physics

➣ Vibrating atoms absorb and emit radiation, and classical physics tells us that

intensity of radiation emitted by oscillatlrs is

➣ This is called Rayleigh-Jeans Law

➣ It is a classical result

➣     in above equation is Boltzmann cosntant
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Ultraviolet Catastrophe

The equality relationship is: 2

4)(
O

O kTI  

Yet again, here is another example of an inverse-square law in physics.

This is called the Rayleigh-Jeans Law.  It is a classical result.

k in the above equation is the Boltzmann constant: J/K 1038.1 23�u k

So, if we make a plot of the radiation intensity emitted by the atomic 
oscillators versus wavelength, we would get:

The plots are shown here for two 
temperatures T1 and T2, where T2 > T1.
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Classical theory predicts that Io � as 
Oo0.   

Experimentally, however, we find the 
following result:  in blue.

The classical theory only gets it right at large wavelengths, but fails miserably 
at low wavelengths.  This was known as the Ultraviolet Catastrophe.

➣ If we make a plot of radiation intensity emitted by atomic oscillators versus wavelength, we would get 

➣ Classical theory only gets it right at large wavelengths, but fails at low wavelengths

➣ This is known as Ultraviolet Catastrophe
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Planck’s Hypothesis of Energy Quanta
➣ Planck showed that he could get good agreement between theory and data if he assumed that

Thus, we see that the radiation intensity from a perfect 
blackbody varies from wavelength to wavelength.

At higher temperatures, the intensity per unit 
wavelength is greater, and the maximum occurs at 
smaller wavelengths.

Now it’s December, 1900 and a German physicist Max Planck is trying to interpret 
the blackbody data.  

He worked to come up with a theoretical expression that agreed with the 
experimental data.  

He discovered that he could get good agreement between theory and data if he 
assumed that the energy of the atomic oscillators was a discreet variable.

In other words, the energy could only have certain discreet values, i.e.  

HHHH nE ,...3 ,2 , ,0 
Furthermore, this discreet value, H, had to be proportional to frequency:  fvH
Make this an equality:  hf H
The proportionality constant, h, is Planck’s constant: sJ 10626.6 34 �u �h

energy of atomic oscillators was a discreet variable

➣ In other words ☛ energy could only have certain discreet values

➣ Energy  has to be proportional to frequency ☛ 𝜀 ∝ 𝑓

➣ Make this an equality ☛ 𝜀 = h𝑓

➣ Proportionality constant is Planck’s constant h

E = 0, 𝜀, 2𝜀, 3𝜀, … n𝜀
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.0,1,2,3,.. ,   nnhfE

Energy is allowed to only have certain values: It is quantized.

Quantizing the energy has some radical effects.  
Take conservation of energy for example:

EM waves carry energy, so a vibrating atom emitting radiation must be losing 
energy.  
Conservation of energy tells us that the energy carried away by the EM wave 
must be equal to the energy lost by the vibrating atom.  

Let’s say a vibrating atom has energy, E = 3hf.    

Since it’s emitting radiation, it must be losing energy, and according to Planck, 
the next lowest energy it could have would be E = 2hf.    

That means the EM wave must have an energy, E = hf.

So energy comes in discreet packets of (hf) called quanta, or quantum of 
energy.    

Planck’s work paved the way for the development of the New Physics, or Quantum Mechanics.

This was Planck’s assumption:

Energy is allowed to only have certain values  
☛ it is quantized

➣ Energy comes in discreet packets of (hf ) called quanta or quantum of energy

Energy is not continuous

Climbing this ramp, you can stop at any point

A ramp does not have discreet or specific values, 
like energy

Energy is quantized

Or restricted  to specific levels
This is like how climbing a ladder 
must  be done using  rungs
You cannot step between rungs 
to climb



16 Origins of Quantum Mechanics Blackbody radiation

Wien’s displacement law
Wavelength lmax at which spectral emittance reaches maximum
decreases as T is increased in inverse proportion to T

lmaxT = 2.90 ⇥ 10�3 m K (2)

Qualitatively consistent with observation that
heated objects first begin to glow with red color

and at higher temperatures color becomes more yellow

L. A. Anchordoqui (CUNY) Modern Physics 10-15-2015 6 / 27

Wien’s displacement law
➣ Wavelenghth 𝜆max at which spectral emittance reaches maximum decreases as T is increased

in inverse proportion to T
<latexit sha1_base64="0RZqTYt8j7s8psBrbaOrOOKpvMc=">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</latexit>

�maxT = 2.90⇥ 10�3mK

➣ Qualitatively consistent with observation that heated objects first begin to glow with red color

and at higher temperatures color becomes more yellow 
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29.3 The Photoelectric Effect

In 1887 Heinrich Hertz produced and detected electromagnetic waves, thus 
proving Maxwell’s theory.

He also discovered something called the Photoelectric Effect.

When light shines on a metal plate, some 
of the electrons in the metal get ejected 
from its surface and then are accelerated 
by a potential difference.

This results in a current flow in the circuit 
as shown.

Important Characteristics of the 
photoelectric effect

1. Only light with a frequency above some 
minimum value, fo, will result in electrons 
being ejected – regardless of the light’s 
intensity.

Photoelectric Effect
➣ In 1887 Heinrich Hertz produced and detected electromagnetic waves, thus proving Maxwell’s theory

➣ He also discovered something called Photoelectric Effect

➣ This results in a current flow in circuit as shown

➣ Important Characteristics of photoelectric effect

1- Only light with a frequency above some minimum value, 
𝑓0  will result in electrons being ejected -regardless of light intensity
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2- Maximum KE of ejected electrons remains constant, even if intensity of light is increased

➣ Let’s look at a plot of KE of ejected electrons vs. frequency of light shining on metal:

Notice ☛ No electrons are ejected from metal for frequencies below some  𝑓0

𝑓 ≥𝑓0  electrons are ejected from metal’s surface

𝑓 < 𝑓0  no ejected electrons

𝑓0 is called Threshold Frequency

➣ Now choose some constant value for frequency 𝑓 ≥𝑓0, so that  electrons are being ejected from metal

➣ Classically, we would expect higher intensity light to eject electrons with greate KE

➣ It doesn’t happen

Let’s look at a plot of the KE of the ejected electrons vs. the frequency of 
the light shining on the metal:

Notice:  No electrons are ejected from the metal 
for frequencies below some fo.

f < fo, no ejected electrons.

f � fo, electrons are ejected from the metal’s surface.

fo is called the Threshold Frequency.

Now choose some constant value for the frequency f � fo, so that electrons are 
being ejected from the metal.  

2. The maximum KE of the ejected electrons remains constant, even if the 
intensity of the light is increased.  

Classically, we would expect higher intensity light to eject electrons with greater 
KE.  It doesn’t happen.  
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Also, we would expect that if we used very low intensity light, that it would take a 
long time for the electrons to build up enough energy to be ejected from the 
metal’s surface.  

That doesn’t happen either!  Even if the light intensity is very low, electrons are 
still ejected from the metal’s surface, almost instantaneously, as long as f � fo.  

As we mentioned previously, Einstein assumed that light was composed of 
discrete packets (particles) of energy called photons.  

And the photon energy is given by:  

O
hchfE   

The more intense the light is, the more photons it carries, but each photon still 
has an energy:  E = hf.  

Now let’s examine the photoelectric effect in a little more detail.  

➣ We would also expect that if we used very low intensity light, that it would take a long time

for electrons to build up enough energy to be ejected from metal’s surface

➣ That doesn’t happen either! 

➣ Even if light intensity is very low, electrons are still ejected from metal’s surface, almost instantaneously,

➣ Einstein assumed that light was composed of discrete packets (particles)

➣Photon energy is given by ☛

➣ More intense light is more photons it carries ☛ but each photon still has a energy ☛ E = h𝑓

➣ Now let’s examine photoelectric effect in a little more detail

as long as 𝑓 ≥𝑓0 

of energy called photons
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h𝑓 - W0  = KE𝒆-

Metal

Surface 
electrons

Deep 
electrons

Free electrons occupy the entire 
volume of the metal.

However, electrons close to the 
metal’s surface (surface electrons) 
are more weakly bound to the 
metal than the deep electrons.

But even though the surface electrons are more weakly bound, there is still a 
minimum “binding energy” I must overcome to get them out of the metal.

This is called the Work Function (Wo) of the metal.

It is an energy, and it is typically on the order of a few eV.

During the effect, a photon of light (f > fo) with energy hf strikes the metal and 
electrons are ejected with energy KE.  

Light, hf Ejected e-, KE

By conservation of energy, the following relationship must be true:  
The photon energy – The binding energy = KE of the ejected electrons  

� � eo KEWhf This is the Einstein equation for the 
Photoelectric Effect.  or

This is Einstein equation for Photoelectric Effect

➣ Free electrons occupy entire volume of metal

➣ However, electrons close to metal’s surface (surface electrons) are more weakly bound to metal
 than deep electrons

➣ But even though surface electrons are more weakly bound, there is still a minimum binding energy

I must overcome to get them out of metal

➣This is called Work Function (W0) of metal

➣ It is an energy, and it is typically on order of a few eV

➣ During effect, a photon of light (𝑓 >𝑓0) with energy h𝑓 strikes metal

➣ By conservation of energy  ☛ following relationship must be true

Photon energy - Binding energy = KE of ejected electrons

and electrons are ejected with energy KE
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➣Light consits of photons (hf)

➣ One electron can discretely absorb one photon

Simple picture view:

e-

KEe_hf

Potential barrier

W0

One electron can discretely 
absorb one photon

hf

Light consists of photons (hf)

KEe_

Electron use photon energy to 
overcome the potential barrier

Energy conservation:

� � eo KEWhf

Einstein Theory:

Whether or not electrons can get out depends on the frequency of light not the 
intensity of light !!!!!

Einstein Theory

Energy conservation

➣ Electron use photon energy to overcome potential barrier

Simple picture view 

Whether or not electrons can get out depends on frequency of light not intensity of light !!!

Simple picture view:

e-

KEe_hf

Potential barrier

W0

One electron can discretely 
absorb one photon

hf

Light consists of photons (hf)

KEe_

Electron use photon energy to 
overcome the potential barrier

Energy conservation:

� � eo KEWhf

Einstein Theory:

Whether or not electrons can get out depends on the frequency of light not the 
intensity of light !!!!!
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and

de Broglie Wavelength

➣ In view of particle properties for light waves photons de Broglie ventured to consider reverse phenomenon 

➣ Assign wave properties to matter ☛ to every particle with mass m and momentum       ☛ associate

➣ Assignment of energy and momentum to matter in (reversed) analogy to photons
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➣ All objects have a de Broglie  wavelength - baseballs, cars, even you and me!!

➣ But remember, in order for wave effects to be seen, such as interference and diffraction, wavelength must be

➣ For fun ☛ let’s calculate human body de Broglie wavelength

➣ Size of an atom is roughly 1 x 10 -10 m

➣ So my de Broglie wavelength is some 26 orders of magnitude smaller than size of an atom!!!

➣ We need sub-atomic particles to observe wave-like properties!!

So what does this number mean??

➣ Which means ….we don’t observe wave-like properties with everyday objects, baseballs, humans, etc 

comparable to size of opening or obstacle

So all objects have a de Broglie wavelength – baseballs, cars, even you and me!

But remember, in order for wave effects to be seen, such as interference and 
diffraction, the wavelength must be comparable to the size of the opening or 
obstacle.

For fun, let’s calculate human body de Broglie wavelength:

Human
h
p

O  
mv
h

 � �� �m/s 7.6kg 7.90
sJ 10626.6 34 �u

 
�

m 101 36�u 

So what does this number mean???

Well, the size of an atom is roughly 1 × 10-10 m.  So my deBroglie wavelength 
is some 26 orders of magnitude smaller than the size of an atom!!!

Which means….we don’t observe wave-like properties with everyday objects, 
baseballs, humans, etc.

Thus, we need really small masses and high speeds to observe the wave-like 
properties…..sub-atomic particles!

But, just for fun, consider if my de Broglie wavelength was say 1 meter.

What might happen if I ran into a forest of pine trees???
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Now let’s repeat Young’s double-slit experiment, but this time lets shoot electrons 
(particles) at the slits instead of light.

What would we expect to see???

Well, we might expect the screen to appear as it 
does to the left – two bright fringes, one directly 
behind each slit.

What we actually see is shown in the figure at the 
lower left – alternating dark and bright fringes.

In other words, the electrons have acted like 
waves and interfered with each other to produce 
the classic interference pattern!

Our notion of the electron as being a tiny discrete 
particle of matter does not account for the fact 
that the electron can behave as a wave in some 
circumstances.
It exhibits a dual nature – behaving sometimes 
like a particle, and sometimes like a wave.

Things are even weirder than this!!!.....

It (the double-slit experiment) encapsulates the central 
mystery of quantum mechanics.  It is a phenomenon 
which is impossible, absolutely impossible, to explain in 
any classical way and which has in it the heart of 
quantum mechanics.  In reality, it contains the only 
mystery…the basic peculiarities of all quantum 
mechanics.

-Richard P. Feynman

The characteristic interference pattern becomes 
evident after a sufficient number of electrons have 
struck the screen.

What would we expect to see??

➣ Now let’s repeat Young’s double-slip experiment, but this time let’s shoot electrons (particles) at slits
instead of light

➣ We might expect screen to appear with two bright fringes, one directly behind each slit

➣ What we actually see is shown in figure at botton

➣ Our notion of electron as being a tiny discrete particle of matter does not

➣ It exhibits a dual nature -bahaving sometimes like a particle,

➣ Things are even weirder than this!!….

➣ In other words ☛ electrons have acted like waves and interfered with

alternating dark and bright fringes

 each other to produce classic interference pattern!

account for fact that electron can behave as a wave in some circunstances

and sometimes like a wave
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Neutron double-slit experiment

Parallel beam of neutrons falls on double-slit
Neutron detector capable of detecting individual neutrons
Detector registers discrete particles localized in space and time
This can be achieved if the neutron source is weak enough

108 Chapter 4 | The Wavelike Properties of Particles

D = 5 m

Entrance
slit

Neutron beam

Wavelength
selector

Double
slit

Scanning
slit

Detector

FIGURE 4.11 Double-slit apparatus for neutrons. Thermal neutrons from a reactor
are incident on a crystal; scattering through a particular angle selects the energy of
the neutrons. After passing through the double slit, the neutrons are counted by the
scanning slit assembly, which moves laterally.

FIGURE 4.10 Double-slit interfer-
ence pattern for electrons.

another slit across the beam and measuring the intensity of neutrons passing
through this “scanning slit.” Figure 4.12 shows the resulting pattern of intensity
maxima and minima, which leaves no doubt that interference is occurring and that
the neutrons have a corresponding wave nature. The wavelength can be deduced
from the slit separation using Eq. 3.16 to obtain the spacing between adjacent
maxima, !y = yn+1 − yn. Estimating the spacing !y from Figure 4.12 to be about
75 µm, we obtain

λ = d!y
D

= (126 µm)(75 µm)
5 m

= 1.89 nm

This result agrees very well with the de Broglie wavelength of 1.85 nm selected
for the neutron beam.

Scanning slit position

100 mm

In
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FIGURE 4.12 Intensity pattern ob-
served for double-slit interference
with neutrons. The spacing between
the maxima is about 75 µm. [Source:
R. Gahler and A. Zeilinger, American
Journal of Physics 59, 316 (1991).]

It is also possible to do a similar experiment with atoms. In this case, a
source of helium atoms formed a beam (of velocity corresponding to a kinetic
energy of 0.020 eV) that passed through a double slit of separation 8 µm and
width 1 µm. Again a scanning slit was used to measure the intensity of the beam
passing through the double slit. Figure 4.13 shows the resulting intensity pattern.
Although the results are not as dramatic as those for electrons and neutrons, there
is clear evidence of interference maxima and minima, and the separation of the
maxima gives a wavelength that is consistent with the de Broglie wavelength (see
Problem 8).

10 mm

Scanning slit position

In
te

ns
ity

FIGURE 4.13 Intensity pattern ob-
served for double-slit interference
with helium atoms. [Source: O. Car-
nal and J. Mlynek, Physical Review
Letters 66, 2689 (1991).]

Diffraction can be observed with even larger objects. Figure 4.14 shows the
pattern produced by fullerene molecules (C60) in passing through a diffraction
grating with a spacing of d = 100 nm. The diffraction pattern was observed at
a distance of 1.2 m from the grating. Estimating the separation of the maxima
in Figure 4.14 as 50 µm, we get the angular separation of the maxima to be
θ ≈ tan θ = (50 µm)/(1.2 m) = 4.2 × 10−5 rad, and thus λ = d sin θ = 4.2 pm.
For C60 molecules with a speed of 117 m/s used in this experiment, the expected
de Broglie wavelength is 4.7 pm, in good agreement with our estimate from the
diffraction pattern.

In this chapter we have discussed several interference and diffraction
experiments using different particles—electrons, protons, neutrons, atoms,
and molecules. These experiments are not restricted to any particular type of
particle or to any particular type of observation. They are examples of a general
phenomenon, the wave nature of particles, that was unobserved before 1920
because the necessary experiments had not yet been done. Today this wave
nature is used as a basic tool by scientists. For example, neutron diffraction

neutron kinetic energy + 2.4 ⇥ 10
�4

eV

de Broglie wavelength + 1.85 nm
center-to-center distance between two slits + d = 126 µm

L. A. Anchordoqui (CUNY) Modern Physics 10-29-2015 16 / 26

Neutron Double-Slit Experiment
Parallel beam of neutrons falls on double-slit 
Neutron detector capable of detecting individual neutrons 
Detector register discrete particles localized in space and time 
This can be achieved if neutron source is weak enough

Neutron kinetic energy ☛ 2.4 x 10-4 eV 

de Broglie wavelength ☛ 1.85 nm  

Center- to-center distance between two slits ☛ d = 126 µm
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the fact that the photomultiplier detects faint light as a sequence of individual
“spots” can’t be explained in wave terms.

Probability and Uncertainty
Although photons have energy and momentum, they are nonetheless very differ-
ent from the particle model we used for Newtonian mechanics in Chapters 4
through 8. The Newtonian particle model treats an object as a point mass. We can
describe the location and state of motion of such a particle at any instant with
three spatial coordinates and three components of momentum, and we can then
predict the particle’s future motion. This model doesn’t work at all for photons,
however: We cannot treat a photon as a point object. This is because there are
fundamental limitations on the precision with which we can simultaneously
determine the position and momentum of a photon. Many aspects of a photon’s
behavior can be stated only in terms of probabilities. (In Chapter 39 we will find
that the non-Newtonian ideas we develop for photons in this section also apply to
particles such as electrons.)

To get more insight into the problem of measuring a photon’s position and
momentum simultaneously, let’s look again at the single-slit diffraction of light
(Fig. 38.17). Suppose the wavelength is much less than the slit width a. Then
most (85%) of the photons go into the central maximum of the diffraction pat-
tern, and the remainder go into other parts of the pattern. We use to denote the
angle between the central maximum and the first minimum. Using Eq. (36.2)
with we find that is given by Since we assume it
follows that is very small, is very nearly equal to (in radians), and

(38.12)

Even though the photons all have the same initial state of motion, they don’t all
follow the same path. We can’t predict the exact trajectory of any individual pho-
ton from knowledge of its initial state; we can only describe the probability that
an individual photon will strike a given spot on the screen. This fundamental
indeterminacy has no counterpart in Newtonian mechanics.

Furthermore, there are fundamental uncertainties in both the position and the
momentum of an individual particle, and these uncertainties are related insepara-
bly. To clarify this point, let’s go back to Fig. 38.17. A photon that strikes the
screen at the outer edge of the central maximum, at angle must have a compo-
nent of momentum in the y-direction, as well as a component in the x-direction,
despite the fact that initially the beam was directed along the x-axis. From the
geometry of the situation the two components are related by 
Since is small, we may use the approximation andtan u1 = u1,u1

py>px = tan u1.

pxpy

u1,

u1 = l
a

u1sin u1u1

l = a,sin u1 = l>a.u1m = 1,

u1

l

1274 CHAPTER 38 Photons: Light Waves Behaving as Particles

38.17 Interpreting single-slit diffraction
in terms of photon momentum. px and py are the momentum components

for a photon striking the outer edge of
the central maximum, at angle u1.

py

px

Screen

a

Slit

Photons of monochromatic light

Diffraction
pattern

u1

pS

PhET: Fourier: Making Waves
PhET: Quantum Wave Interference
ActivPhysics 17.6: Uncertainty Principle

Feynman9 was that both electrons and photons behave in their own inimitable
way. This is like nothing we have seen before, because we do not live at the very
tiny scale of atoms, electrons, and photons.

Perhaps the best way to crystallize our ideas about the wave – particle du-
ality is to consider a “simple” double-slit electron diffraction experiment.
This experiment highlights much of the mystery of the wave – particle para-
dox, shows the impossibility of measuring simultaneously both wave and par-
ticle properties, and illustrates the use of the wavefunction, !, in determin-
ing interference effects. A schematic of the experiment with monoenergetic
(single-wavelength) electrons is shown in Figure 5.28. A parallel beam of
electrons falls on a double slit, which has individual openings much smaller
than D so that single-slit diffraction effects are negligible. At a distance from
the slits much greater than D is an electron detector capable of detecting
individual electrons. It is important to note that the detector always regis-
ters discrete particles localized in space and time. In a real experiment this
can be achieved if the electron source is weak enough (see Fig. 5.29): In all
cases if the detector collects electrons at different positions for a long
enough time, a typical wave interference pattern for the counts per
minute or probability of arrival of electrons is found (see Fig. 5.28). If
one imagines a single electron to produce in-phase “wavelets” at the slits,
standard wave theory can be used to find the angular separation, ", of the

180 CHAPTER 5 MATTER WAVES

9R. Feynman, The Character of Physical Law, Cambridge, MA, MIT Press, 1982.
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Figure 5.28 Electron diffraction. D is much greater than the individual slit widths
and much less than the distance between the slits and the detector.
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D = 5 m
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FIGURE 4.11 Double-slit apparatus for neutrons. Thermal neutrons from a reactor
are incident on a crystal; scattering through a particular angle selects the energy of
the neutrons. After passing through the double slit, the neutrons are counted by the
scanning slit assembly, which moves laterally.

FIGURE 4.10 Double-slit interfer-
ence pattern for electrons.

another slit across the beam and measuring the intensity of neutrons passing
through this “scanning slit.” Figure 4.12 shows the resulting pattern of intensity
maxima and minima, which leaves no doubt that interference is occurring and that
the neutrons have a corresponding wave nature. The wavelength can be deduced
from the slit separation using Eq. 3.16 to obtain the spacing between adjacent
maxima, !y = yn+1 − yn. Estimating the spacing !y from Figure 4.12 to be about
75 µm, we obtain

λ = d!y
D

= (126 µm)(75 µm)
5 m

= 1.89 nm

This result agrees very well with the de Broglie wavelength of 1.85 nm selected
for the neutron beam.
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FIGURE 4.12 Intensity pattern ob-
served for double-slit interference
with neutrons. The spacing between
the maxima is about 75 µm. [Source:
R. Gahler and A. Zeilinger, American
Journal of Physics 59, 316 (1991).]

It is also possible to do a similar experiment with atoms. In this case, a
source of helium atoms formed a beam (of velocity corresponding to a kinetic
energy of 0.020 eV) that passed through a double slit of separation 8 µm and
width 1 µm. Again a scanning slit was used to measure the intensity of the beam
passing through the double slit. Figure 4.13 shows the resulting intensity pattern.
Although the results are not as dramatic as those for electrons and neutrons, there
is clear evidence of interference maxima and minima, and the separation of the
maxima gives a wavelength that is consistent with the de Broglie wavelength (see
Problem 8).
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FIGURE 4.13 Intensity pattern ob-
served for double-slit interference
with helium atoms. [Source: O. Car-
nal and J. Mlynek, Physical Review
Letters 66, 2689 (1991).]

Diffraction can be observed with even larger objects. Figure 4.14 shows the
pattern produced by fullerene molecules (C60) in passing through a diffraction
grating with a spacing of d = 100 nm. The diffraction pattern was observed at
a distance of 1.2 m from the grating. Estimating the separation of the maxima
in Figure 4.14 as 50 µm, we get the angular separation of the maxima to be
θ ≈ tan θ = (50 µm)/(1.2 m) = 4.2 × 10−5 rad, and thus λ = d sin θ = 4.2 pm.
For C60 molecules with a speed of 117 m/s used in this experiment, the expected
de Broglie wavelength is 4.7 pm, in good agreement with our estimate from the
diffraction pattern.

In this chapter we have discussed several interference and diffraction
experiments using different particles—electrons, protons, neutrons, atoms,
and molecules. These experiments are not restricted to any particular type of
particle or to any particular type of observation. They are examples of a general
phenomenon, the wave nature of particles, that was unobserved before 1920
because the necessary experiments had not yet been done. Today this wave
nature is used as a basic tool by scientists. For example, neutron diffraction

We can describe Young’s experiment quantitatively with the help of Figure 37.5. The
viewing screen is located a perpendicular distance L from the barrier containing two slits,
S1 and S2. These slits are separated by a distance d, and the source is monochromatic. To
reach any arbitrary point P in the upper half of the screen, a wave from the lower slit must
travel farther than a wave from the upper slit by a distance d sin !. This distance is called
the path difference " (lowercase Greek delta). If we assume that r1 and r2 are parallel,
which is approximately true if L is much greater than d, then " is given by

" # r 2 $ r1 # d sin! (37.1)

The value of " determines whether the two waves are in phase when they arrive at
point P. If " is either zero or some integer multiple of the wavelength, then the two
waves are in phase at point P and constructive interference results. Therefore, the
condition for bright fringes, or constructive interference, at point P is

(37.2)

The number m is called the order number. For constructive interference, the order
number is the same as the number of wavelengths that represents the path difference
between the waves from the two slits. The central bright fringe at ! # 0 is called the
zeroth-order maximum. The first maximum on either side, where m # %1, is called the
first-order maximum, and so forth.

When " is an odd multiple of &/2, the two waves arriving at point P are 180° out of
phase and give rise to destructive interference. Therefore, the condition for dark
fringes, or destructive interference, at point P is

(37.3)

It is useful to obtain expressions for the positions along the screen of the bright
and dark fringes measured vertically from O to P. In addition to our assumption that
L '' d , we assume d '' &. These can be valid assumptions because in practice L is
often on the order of 1 m, d a fraction of a millimeter, and & a fraction of a
micrometer for visible light. Under these conditions, ! is small; thus, we can use the
small angle approximation sin! ! tan!. Then, from triangle OPQ in Figure 37.5a,

d sin!dark # (m ( 1
2)&  (m # 0, %1, %2,  ) ) ))

" # d sin! bright # m &  (m # 0, %1, %2,  ) ) ))
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r2 – r1 = d sin
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Figure 37.5 (a) Geometric construction for describing Young’s double-slit experiment
(not to scale). (b) When we assume that r1 is parallel to r2, the path difference between
the two rays is r2 $ r1 # d sin !. For this approximation to be valid, it is essential that
L '' d.

Path difference

Conditions for constructive
interference

Conditions for destructive
interference

q1 + angle between central maximum and first minimum
for m = 1 + sin q1 = l/d
neutron striking screen at outer edge of central maximum
must have component of momentum py as well as a component px
from the geometry + components are related by py/px = tan q1

use approximation tan q1 = q1 and py = px q1
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𝜃1 ☛ angle between central maximum and first minimum 

For m = 1 ☛ sin 𝜃1 = 𝜆/d 

Neutron striking screen at outer edge of central maximum must have component of momentum py 
as well as a component px 

From geometry ☛ components are related by py/px = tan 𝜃1 

Use approximation tan 𝜃1 = 𝜃1 and  py = px 𝜃1
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➣ All in all ☛ 
<latexit sha1_base64="8KpMFHbQSXbeEhmepaROWCwT2O0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwVWfE10YounFZwT6gHYZMJtOGZjIhyYjjUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTNtZaOuBwOGce7g3JxCMKu0439bc/MLi0nJppby6tr6xaW9tN1WSSkwaOGGJbAdIEUY5aWiqGWkLSVAcMNIKBtcjv3VPpKIJv9OZIF6MepxGFCNtJN/eFX4GL6HwH2CXmViI4FHo2xWn6owBZ4lbkAooUPftr26Y4DQmXGOGlOq4jtBejqSmmJFhuZsqIhAeoB7pGMpRTJSXj68fwgOjhDBKpHlcw7H6O5GjWKksDsxkjHRfTXsj8T+vk+rowsspF6kmHE8WRSmDOoGjKmBIJcGaZYYgLKm5FeI+kghrU1jZlOBOf3mWNI+r7ln19PakUrsq6iiBPbAPDoELzkEN3IA6aAAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH5PROavI7IA/sD5/AK8hlBk=</latexit>

py = px�/d

➣ Neutrons striking detector within central maximum i.e. angles between
<latexit sha1_base64="YhFHaCmLuoSe96nuPDAJUGrITAI=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyxCRawz4mtZdOOygn1AO5RMJtOGZh4kGaEMXbjxV9y4UMStH+HOvzFtZ1FbDwROzjmX5B435kwqy/oxckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9o65u9eQUSIIrZOIR6LlYkk5C2ldMcVpKxYUBy6nTXdwO/abj1RIFoUPahhTJ8C9kPmMYKWlrlksn6AO13kPo1MPHc9cjrpmyapYE6BFYmekBBlqXfO740UkCWioCMdStm0rVk6KhWKE01Ghk0gaYzLAPdrWNMQBlU46WWKEDrXiIT8S+oQKTdTZiRQHUg4DVycDrPpy3huL/3ntRPnXTsrCOFE0JNOH/IQjFaFxI8hjghLFh5pgIpj+KyJ9LDBRureCLsGeX3mRNM4q9mXl4v68VL3J6shDEQ6gDDZcQRXuoAZ1IPAEL/AG78az8Wp8GJ/TaM7IZvbhD4yvX9JLlaw=</latexit>

(��/d+ �/d)

have y-momentum - component spread over 
<latexit sha1_base64="aURSN7nfhVFRLPAfItRaFI9DNDQ=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQUeuM+FoW3bisYB/QDiWTSWtoJjMkGbEM/QA3/oobF4q49QPc+Tem7YDaeiBwOOdcbu7xIs6Utu0vKzMzOze/kF3MLS2vrK7l1zdqKowloVUS8lA2PKwoZ4JWNdOcNiJJceBxWvd6l0O/fkelYqG40f2IugHuCtZhBGsjtfOF4kHUvkeoxc2Mj9Ghv4/2kJF+hF2Tskv2CGiaOCkpQIpKO//Z8kMSB1RowrFSTceOtJtgqRnhdJBrxYpGmPRwlzYNFTigyk1GxwzQjlF81AmleUKjkfp7IsGBUv3AM8kA61s16Q3F/7xmrDvnbsJEFGsqyHhRJ+ZIh2jYDPKZpETzviGYSGb+isgtlpho01/OlOBMnjxNakcl57R0cn1cKF+kdWRhC7ahCA6cQRmuoAJVIPAAT/ACr9aj9Wy9We/jaMZKZzbhD6yPb56PmNY=</latexit>

(�px�/d,+px�/d)

➣ Symmetry of interference pattern shows 
<latexit sha1_base64="0+MmdeBAI4BZgr8l+FpRpAVtsy0=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNX1aOXxSp4Kon4dRGKXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm03YnQil9A948a948aCIV+/e/DembQ7a+mDg8d4MM/OCRAqDjvNtLSwuLa+sFtbs9Y3Nre3izm7dxKnmUOOxjHUzYAakUFBDgRKaiQYWBRIaQf9m7DceQBsRq3scJOBHrKtEKDjDTGoXDz0JIdrUk0x1JdCkPfC06PbQ9vRUuXLsdrHklJ0J6Dxxc1IiOart4pfXiXkagUIumTEt10nQHzKNgksY2V5qIGG8z7rQyqhiERh/OPlmRI8ypUPDWGelkE7U3xNDFhkziIKsM2LYM7PeWPzPa6UYXvpDoZIUQfHpojCVFGM6joZ2hAaOcpARxrXIbqW8xzTjmAU4DsGdfXme1E/K7nn57O60VLnO4yiQfXJAjolLLkiF3JIqqRFOHskzeSVv1pP1Yr1bH9PWBSuf2SN/YH3+AFYDmnU=</latexit>

hpyi = 0

➣ There will be an uncertainty            at least as great as 
<latexit sha1_base64="uiMO5ErF9Mc6rLZIhHj5E3RkLx4=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2NQDx4jmAcmS5id9CZDZmeXmVkhLPkLLx4U8erfePNvnCR70GhBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+OYWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvX1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHst7M07Qj+hA8pAzaqz00L1BYShJeuNeueJW3RnIX+LlpAI56r3yZ7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzF+RpXhTOCk1E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz2cUTcmSVPgljZUsaMlN/TmQ00nocBbYzomaoF72p+J/XSU146WdcJqlByeaLwlQQE5Pp+6TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZG1LJhuAtvvyXNE+q3nn17O60UrvK4yjCARzCMXhwATW4hTo0gIGEJ3iBV0c7z86b8z5vLTj5zD78gvPxDSQUkJY=</latexit>

�py
<latexit sha1_base64="isaU8aoFxhJvShyUfvs3fsTRre8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL3mWcqrwMhiUSExlQTxGitYGItEH1IbKsdxWquOE9kOUEX9DxYGEGLlX9j4G9w2A7QcydLROefqXh8/EVwbx/lGC4tLyyurhbXi+sbm1nZpZ7eh41RRVqexiFXLJ5oJLlndcCNYK1GMRL5gTX9wPfabD0xpHss7M0yYF5Ge5CGnxFjpPuk+4Y6w8YDg46BbKjsVZwI8T9yclCFHrVv66gQxTSMmDRVE67brJMbLiDKcCjYqdlLNEkIHpMfalkoSMe1lk6tH+NAqAQ5jZZ80eKL+nshIpPUw8m0yIqavZ72x+J/XTk146WVcJqlhkk4XhanAJsbjCnDAFaNGDC0hVHF7K6Z9ogg1tqiiLcGd/fI8aZxU3PPK2e1puXqV11GAfTiAI3DhAqpwAzWoAwUFz/AKb+gRvaB39DGNLqB8Zg/+AH3+AIuVkec=</latexit>

px�/d

<latexit sha1_base64="8SdJyFpJXF5xG2idHC8lKCJBmVk=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdSlIsAiuaqZ1apeiLlwq2FboDEMmc1tDMw+TjFhKd278FTcuFHHrL7jzb8xoBRU9cOFwzr3JvSdIBVeakDdrYnJqema2MFecX1hcWi6trLZUkkkGTZaIRJ4HVIHgMTQ11wLOUwk0CgS0g/5h7revQCqexGd6kIIX0V7Mu5xRbSS/tOEegdAUp/4Auz24NOQau8I8EFK8E/qlMqlUG061VsekQghxSDUnjl1zCLZzxaCMxjjxS69umLAsglgzQZXq2CTV3pBKzZmAUdHNFKSU9WkPOobGNALlDT/uGOEto4S4m0hTscYf6veJIY2UGkSB6YyovlC/vVz8y+tkutvwhjxOMw0x+/yomwmsE5yHgkMugWkxMIQyyc2umF1QSZk20RVNCF+X4v9Jq1qx6xXndLe8fzCOo4DW0SbaRjbaQ/voGJ2gJmLoBt2hB/Ro3Vr31pP1/Nk6YY1n1tAPWC/vc6eYbg==</latexit>

�py � px�/d

➣ Narrower separation between slits d broader is interference pattern and greater is uncertainty in py

➣ Using de Broglie relation 𝜆 = h/px  and simplifying
<latexit sha1_base64="zwsWY44VoU0NjYHmlKv+bzM8JW4=">AAACGHicdVBLSwMxEM76tr6qHr0Ei+CpZltXvQiiHjwqWFvolpLNzrah2YdJVizL/gwv/hUvHhTx6s1/Y7ZWUNGBwPeYYTKflwiuNCHv1sTk1PTM7Nx8aWFxaXmlvLp2peJUMmiwWMSy5VEFgkfQ0FwLaCUSaOgJaHqDk8Jv3oBUPI4u9TCBTkh7EQ84o9pI3fKOewpCU5x0h9jtwbUBt9gNJGVZP88M8fPDEcUF9/NuuUKqtQOnVt/DpEoIcUitAI5ddwi2C8VUBY3rvFt+c/2YpSFEmgmqVNsmie5kVGrOBOQlN1WQUDagPWgbGNEQVCcbHZbjLaP4OIileZHGI/X7REZDpYahZzpDqvvqt1eIf3ntVAcHnYxHSaohYp+LglRgHeMiJexzCUyLoQGUSW7+ilmfmhi0ybJkQvi6FP8PrmpVe6/qXOxWjo7HccyhDbSJtpGN9tEROkPnqIEYukMP6Ak9W/fWo/VivX62TljjmXX0o6y3D2u9oLQ=</latexit>

�py � px
h

pxd
=

h

d

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle
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What does this all mean??

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle (cont’)

➣ d ≡ 𝛥 y represents uncertainty  in y-component of neutron position as it passes through double-slit gap

➣ Both y-position and y-momentum-component have uncertainties related by ☛
<latexit sha1_base64="hqNRLCxKHrcUkZQN/cgY3s2lQn4=">AAACA3icdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbrTTbAIrsqkaC+7oi5cVrAXaEvJpKdtaOZikhHKUHDjq7hxoYhbX8Kdb2OmHUFFDwQ+/v8cTs7vhoIr7Tgf1sLi0vLKamYtu76xubVt7+w2VBBJBnUWiEC2XKpAcB/qmmsBrVAC9VwBTXd8nvjNW5CKB/61noTQ9ejQ5wPOqDZSz97vXIDQFIe9CU7RwBBu8Khn55y84ziEEJwAKRUdA5VKuUDKmCSWqRxKq9az3zv9gEUe+JoJqlSbOKHuxlRqzgRMs51IQUjZmA6hbdCnHqhuPLthio+M0seDQJrnazxTv0/E1FNq4rmm06N6pH57ifiX1470oNyNuR9GGnw2XzSIBNYBTgLBfS6BaTExQJnk5q+YjaikTJvYsiaEr0vx/9Ao5Ekxf3p1kquepXFk0AE6RMeIoBKqoktUQ3XE0B16QE/o2bq3Hq0X63XeumClM3voR1lvn5E+lt0=</latexit>

�py�y � h

➣ We reduce 𝛥py only by reducing with of interference pattern 

➣To do this  ☛ increase d which increases position uncertainty 𝛥y

➣ Conversely we decrease position uncertainty by narrowing doubl-slit gap interference pattern broadens

and corresponding momentum uncertainty increases
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